(The proof is immediate and is left to the reader.) The same equidistribution among classes (a mod n,δ mod n) with gcd ( gcd (α,n), gcd (6, n)) = 1 holds by a fairly simple inclusion and exclusion calculation. Numerical experimentation and Occam's razor both suggest that the same equidistribution should hold when attention is restricted to fractions c/d of the form [0;αi,α2,... a r ] with a r > l,r > 1 and all α t < m. So it is. But before giving the proof, a cautionary example may be in order. If, instead of restricting the partial quotients to lie in a set PQ = {l,2,...ra},we take m = 30, PQ = {16,21}, then the result fails. Indeed, of the 576 pairs (α mod 30, b mod 30) satisfying the condition above that gcd ( gcd (α,n), gcd (6, n)) = 1, only 480 occur.
An easy consequence of equidistribution of (c mod n,d mod n) is that the proportion of fractions under consideration with d < x and satisfying d = b mod n, but with no corresponding modular restriction on c, is asymptotically given by ίi) π-
The proof of this equidistribution is elementary in the absence of constraints on the partial quotients. Dealing with this constraint requires some recent results on the distribution of the denominators of fractions with bounded partial quotients ( [3] , [4] ) . According to these papers, the number of such fractions, with denominator d < x, is given asymptotically by C m x D^ where C m ,D(m) > 0. As D(m) « 1.06256 for m = 2 and is increasing in ra, there are more than enough such fractions for all large integers to occur as the denominator of such a fraction. Zaremba has conjectured that for some sufficiently large m, this is indeed the case [8] , [9] . The smooth large-scale distribution proved in [4] for fractions of this type supports his conjecture, even with m = 2. It could well happen, though, that for some reason there are local fluctuations in this distribution so strong that infinitely many denominators are not represented. One possible source of local fluctuations is the prospect that some denominators, those with few small prime factors, occur more often than others. The effect, if it conforms to (1), would not be strong enough to prevent a Poisson process probabilistic model of the distribution in question from issuing an endorsement of the conjecture. As a consequence of our main result, (1) holds as well in the setting of bounded partial quotients, which gives further support to the conjecture: a plausible mechanism by which it might have failed is refuted.
The conjecture has been studied from other perspectives. Borosh [1] found computational evidence in favor of the conjecture for n = 5,4, and perhaps 3, but for m = 2 there are a multitude of exceptions. On the other hand, the exponent 1.06256 in the asymptotic number of eligible fractions is barely sufficient to permit the truth of the conjecture. The heuristic mentioned above predicts no early end of exceptions in this case. For certain types of numbers, including powers of 2, Niederreiter [6] has proved that m = 3 works. This resolves a question raised in [2] . For a nice survey of 'bounded partial quotients', see 
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Then Γ n (u) is an element of the finite group G n consisting of all two by two matrices over Z mod n with determinants ±1 mod n, with group operation multiplication mod n. Our main theorem asserts equidistribution of , "( , ~v mod n among the elements of G n .
[(υ ) (v)\
With this, and with the modicum of information about G n detailed in section 5, we can get the asymptotic distribution among v with (v) < x of (υ) mod n. Though not uniform, it is even enough to support the heuristic argument for Zaremba's conjecture with m = 2. Clearly {Γ n (w) : u G Tm} is a subgroup of G n . In fact it is the whole group: In any finite group the set of all nonnegative powers of a fixed element is a subgroup. We take that fixed element here to be Γ n (l) = , and we take u* = I*" 1 G T m where k is the order in G n of Γ n (l). Then (9) Γ n (u*2) = £ Jj and Γ n (2u*) Ξ £
These two matrices and their inverses generate the subgroup of G n consisting of matrices of determinant 1, and since άetY n (u) = -1 mod n, the whole of G n is generated. Now let 
This last follows by a short calculation, given below, from Theorem 2 of [3] 
In the application of (ii), v = (ml). Sequences which end with an "m" followed by a "1" correspond to fractions with final partial quotient ra + 1. Other sequences correspond, in pairs, to individual fractions of Q m . Thus we first establish equidistribution mod n for general T^x^u) and T m [x 1 w, ml), and then the corresponding equidistribution result for Q m is immediate as the y G J-m {x) with one-entry endings other than "1" correspond one-to one with elements of Q m (x). Our main result, then is T n {uBv) = G n . Now, we need some uniformity in the "stem lengths" (b) in our bouquet to make use of (i) and (11) all contain infinitely many elements which, modulo 1, fall between 0 and e/100. For each i we take ji to be such a j, and larger than N(e). Then we choose kι to put the integer parts of into agreement, and if necessary, we then add some constant to each h{ to bring all of them up to more than N(e). This procedure generates a set That is, i? 2 is the set of all v so that neither v, nor any ancestor or descendant, belongs to a prior Sj, but υ~, the parent of ι;, does have some (other) descendant belonging to a prior Sj. Thus B and i?i are disjoint, and for every w G Tm with lex(u>) > max6 €j glex (6) for x sufficiently large. Apart from these uniformly distributed "packages" of the form {urbwυ : (urbwv) < #, r G Rj, and 6 G JB}, there are sequences uw'v not of the form rbwυ . These are distributed by Γ n into G n in an unknown way. On the other hand , for large j and x they are, we shall see, vanishingly rare as a proportion of J~m (x,u,v) .
To prove this, we start with the weaker claim that there is a 
Elementary observations about G n . Not all pairs (c, d)
occur as rows of elements of G n , nor do all values of d occur with equal frequency. Thus, the distribution of (c mod n, d mod n) in Q m (z) cannot be expected to be uniform. Instead, we have the following arithmetic. Proofs are all routine and the details are left to the reader. 
